TERUFUSION®
INFUSION PUMP TE-112

The ultimate in compact infusion pump technology and reliability
The new TE-112, a lightweight and compact infusion pump, comes equipped with user-friendly function to-read LCD. In addition, the TE-112 is also designed to work with a variety of general infusion sets.

**Compact & Lightweight**

Terumo's new TERUFUSION compact infusion pump requires minimum installation space and weighs only 2.3kg.

**Compatible with General Infusion Sets**

The TE-112 works well with a variety of infusion sets, including non-Terumo products. This means that, in addition to Terumo infusion sets, you can use the sets of other makers as well.

*In case that infusion sets of other brands are used, contact your TERUMO dealer for compatibility with TE-112 before use.*

**Easy to Use**

Delivery limit free

You can begin infusion without setting the delivery limit for further flexibility. Solution delivery is always monitored by drip sensor for container empty.

Easy-to-read display

The pump features a large, comprehensive LCD that is backlit for easy visibility even in the dark.

Volume delivered clear function

The volume delivered reading (∑ mL) can be cleared by holding down the (∑ mL, CLEAR) switch without turning off the power.

Volume memory function

After power is turned on, the pump displays the previous delivery rate and delivery limit in the "Memory" mode.

Drops/min.

The delivery rate can be set in Drops/min. steps, while the

*Volume Memory function and Drop/min. unit are not for standard technical resale. Ask your TERUMO dealer for preferred mode setting.*
Drip sensor control
The drip sensor always monitors dripping to ensure safe and accurate infusion. The sensor can detect empty container, flow error, and accidental free flow.

Intelligent alarm system for extra safety
Various light and sound alarms keep the operator informed of such criteria as air-in-line, occlusion, flow error, door open, low battery, flow empty, repeat alarm and start reminder alarm.

Complies with EMC directive

Keep-Vein-Open function
Tubing clamp mechanism
Protection against incorrect operations (Front Panel Lock-out Mechanism)

Easy battery replacement
The battery can be easily exchanged via quick-access battery compartment lid. Now, replacing a battery does not require removing the unit's entire rear case.

Rounded design for easy cleaning
The main body and the inside of the door are rounded for easy cleaning of dust or spilled drug solutions.

Easy-to-clean drip sensor
If any solution spills on the drip sensor, simply wipe it off with a dry cloth. The slider case can be separated from the sensor and washed.